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Benefits & Industrial Applications of Aluminum for CNC Machining 

 

Aluminum is a strong yet lightweight metal that is easy to work with, making it ideal for 
projects exposed to the elements. Additionally, one can anodize aluminum to create better 
resistance to corrosion and a variety of colors and finishes. 

Some may be unsure whether aluminum CNC machining services are applicable in their 
industries. Due to its many advantages, aluminum is the perfect material for many CNC 
machining projects. 

Here are some important benefits that aluminum brings to CNC Machining: 

Aluminum’s Strength-to-Weight Ratio is Excellent 

With its strength and weight, aluminum is an excellent industrial material. Considering this 
quality, many industries, including the automotive and aerospace sectors, find aluminum a 
suitable metal of choice. A wide range of applications exists for various aluminum grades. 

Aluminum Has a Lower Production Barrier 

Aluminum is versatile and easy to work with. Machining is possible via CNC, milling or drilling. 
Aluminum is ideal for molding components of any size, shape, or material. 

Aluminum is a material well-suited for custom CNC machining due to its ease of cutting and 
chipping. The quick turnaround helps save time, and the part’s good machinability ensures it 
will only bend a little during the process. 
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Aluminum Has Anodizing Properties 

Anodizing is an electrolytic process that creates and toughens the protective layer on the 
aluminum. It also allows a wide range of color finishes applicable to the metal surface. 

The most common colors are black, bronze, and clear, but anodizing can produce shades of 
blue, green, red, and purple. The thickness of the anodized layer is typically two to three times 
more resistant than the natural layer on the aluminum. 

CNC metal machining works with anodizing to develop pieces with both intricate designs and 
colorful finishes. 

Industries That Use Aluminum CNC Machining 

Below are some major industries that heavily use aluminum for much of their machining 
processes: 

Automotive 

Aluminum’s strength makes it a good material for use in cars. This quality is highly desirable 
when producing automobile components. With aluminum being lighter than steel, it can save 
energy through lower emissions is another benefit aluminum provides. 

Aerospace 

Regarding the aerospace industry, few materials can compare to the qualities of aluminum 
alloys. It’s corrosion-resistant, lightweight, and extremely strong for its density. 

Maritime 

Aluminium alloys are preferable for maritime use due to their strong corrosion resistance and 
weldability. Smaller, more precise machined parts are essential in the marine industry. 

Wrapping Up 

In conclusion, aluminum is here to stay as a primary material for CNC machining. Its various 
benefits make it an excellent choice for many applications. With the help of a qualified 
aluminum CNC machining service, any business can create high-quality products made from 
aluminum. 

Promark Tool & Manufacturing helps businesses discover the advantages of aluminum 
through custom CNC machining. If interested, get in touch with Promark today. 

 

 

Original Source: https://news.macraesbluebook.com/benefits-industrial-applications-of-
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